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New! Catit Design SmartSift Litter Box

New! Catit Design SmartSift Litter Box.

Rating: Not Rated Yet
Price:
Variant price modifier:
Sales price: RM 210.00

Ask a question about this product

Description
Catit Design SmartSift is an automatic litter sifting system that takes the chore out of litter maintenance. Simple yet innovative, SmartSift's litter sifting design does the scooping for you. So you can say goodbye to your litter scooper!

To refresh the cat litter pan, all you have to do is pull the lever-it's that simple. It's so easy and mess-free, even a child can do it.

The lever activates an automated and noiseless Pull and Refresh process that quickly and efficiently refreshes the litter pan, while collecting waste in one easy operation. Clean litter is recycled back into the pan and waste clumps are deposited in a lined collection bin for easy disposal. Replenishing the litter is also easy, simply open the maintenance access door and add as needed.

SmartSift is a safe manual system, with no motorized pieces that can heat up or fail over time and no expensive electronic parts to replace. This eco-friendly feature is quiet and safe, making it very cat friendly.

SmartSift's sealed design prevents tracking and controls dust. Moreover, it comes with an integrated carbon filter to absorb odors inside the pan.

A simple yet innovative litter sifting system that takes the chore right out of litter maintenance. While it features a seamless and soundless pull-and-refresh process that is easy and fast, your kitties will experience comfort at its best without having to worry about the aftermath. Check out what this deal gets you:

Catit SmartSift Cat Litter Box
A safe, quiet and easy system that does not require electricity to function
Has no-motor operation to save you the hassle and money of having to replace any expensive electrical parts
Ensures easy clean-up with biodegradable liners
Rest assured no waste clumps will stick to your cat pan and pull-out waste bin
When it's time to change the liner, simply remove, toss and replace with another easy fit,
Replenishing litter is as simple as opening the maintenance access door and adding litter as needed
Conveniently suitable for all types of clumping litter
The amount of litter should not exceed 5 kg (11 lb) or 5 L (305 cu in)

Overall Dimensions

26”L x 19”W x 25”H

Internal dimensions of cat pan

19”L x 13”W x 17”H
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Cat pan liner dimensions

18.5”L x 15.4”W x 9.8”H

Waste bin liner dimensions

15.7” L x 9.8” W x 8.7” H

Untuk melihat Tayangan Video, Click =>http://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_embedded&v=HUp7njmjX2Y

Sale Price : RM 210.00

Shipping Fee

Peninsular
1.
:RM40.00
Sabah,
2.
Sarawak :RM30.00
W.P.Labuan
3.
: FREE
4.
Shipping
Method : POS Laju, Courier Services

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

=> Pertanyaan atau Tempahan, PM or SMS/WhatsApp/Viber saya 016-880 3002 ~Zav_Cgo~

=>We accept payment through Maybank2u only

=>We do allow combine shipping to help save shipping cost.

Item will not be ship out, if there is no advice on your Full Payment and Shipping Details.

Therefore, to avoid any delay in delivery, please Email us To zav_cgo@yahoo.co.uk the following details right after your payment has been done.

1) Recipient Full Name :

2) Shipping Address (P.O. Box is not accepted)

3) Contact Number:

4) From which Bank

@

5) Payment Mode: (ATM Transfer / Counter Bank-In / Internet Banking Transfer[from which bank]/ Cash Deposit Machine)

6) Payment Amount :

7) Date and Time of Payment :

8) ITEM ID :

Reviews
There are yet no reviews for this product.
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